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Dear Members, 
 
It is with great pleasure that I express my heartfelt gratitude
to the members & the board of IMA - Dubai chapter, for a
very engaging CMA Ball Room Event this September 2022. 
I am sure that the sense of accomplishment and moments
of pride in receiving the CMA certification on September 11th
at Dusit Thani, Dubai reminded all of us about the value of
the qualification we hold from the most prestigious
accounting body in the world, The Institute of Management
Accountants.  
The Journey of a CMA is a dynamic one. Therefore, it’s important not to be
complacent, but to continue the educational process to achieve your life
goals. The fact that the traditional accounting is a dying profession is a reality
which many forget. Today’s accountant exists on his ability to blend in a
commercial world with his new sense of knowledge and his in-depth insight
into three major areas, 1) Technology 2) Leadership 3) Economic Awareness.
The more seasoned you are in these areas the more it makes you relevant in
your organization. However, the perpetual traits of an accountant’s integrity &
reliability need to be stressed and should never be forgotten in your journey to
be a good professional.  
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NEW CMA AD CAMPAIGN: The More Visible You
Become, the More Valuable You Become

“Take control of your career as a CMA”
“You’ll go places with the CMA”

IMA® (Institute of Management Accountants) this week officially
launched its new, integrated advertising campaign in support of the
CMA® (Certified Management Accountant) certification program. This
year’s ads aims to empower employees to take control and explore
how the CMA certification can help advance their careers.

The ads are accessible on YouTube:

Bobby Paul

There is always a need for discussion and engagement in topics that enable a
CMA to advance in his knowledge. The networking events allow for continuous
learning which lead to getting in-depth insights. The importance of networking
communities is known to everyone these days, but it is sad that some of our
members are still unaware about the strength of such interactions. IMA Dubai
Chapter is committed to reaching out and stressing the importance of
continuous learning and networking. The chapter will shortly announce its first
major event for members and non-members ‘The CFO Event’, to be held in
February 2023 and would involve top-tier CFOs in the Middle East. This would
help connect to a dynamic crowd of finance professionals. We look forward to
the participation of all our members and their peer groups to make this event
a grand success. There will also be a series of webinars on some of the most
interesting topics connected to leadership and technology. 
Remember, the CMA qualification is just a steppingstone to your success.
Continuous education and ability to adapt to the new environment will always
be the key to your growth as a Finance Professional. Let your motto be, "Engage
& Grow". 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8tPAln_n4XQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8tPAln_n4XQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8tPAln_n4XQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4PqrMvEx0TM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4PqrMvEx0TM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4PqrMvEx0TM
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MY CMA JOURNEY
In this month's CMA Journey, we have Kareem Rifky. Kareem is currently
working as a Senior Manager - Corporate Finance at Shelf Drilling Ltd. Kareem
is presently the V.P. of Communications at the IMA Dubai Chapter.

Attempting a major certification, 20 years after
university graduation was absolutely such a
challenging decision to make. Attending the CMA
Program has made my pandemic lockdown
experience more meaningful and worth
remembering. 
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The program freshened up, reminded, and kept me informed of the most
up-to-date strategic cost management principles as well as the internal
controls frameworks. CMA can open your mind to brilliant ideas on
business analytics and continuous improvement initiatives in any
business. Moreover, the program connected me to a network of highly
competent professionals in the region and industry. The overall
experience was certainly worth it and had a great impact on my
profession and career.

TOP PICK FROM SF MAGAZINE
THE DOWNSIDES OF STOCK BUYBACK
BY ANDREW S. BARGERSTOCK, PH.D., CPA, AND NAVEED ABBASI

Companies continue to utilize stock buybacks as a tool to influence
corporate financial conditions. According to Reuters, S&P 500 corporate
common stock buybacks in the past few years have exceeded $500 billion
annually. Initially considered a positive financial tactic, long-term use of
stock buybacks (also known as stock repurchases) has caused some
companies to slip into negative stockholders’ equity, which can bring a
variety of financial difficulties. In recent years, companies including Boeing,
Starbucks, The Home Depot, and McDonald’s have crossed a tipping point
into negative stockholders’ equity as the result of many years of stock
buybacks.                                                                                             ...Read More

"Long-term use of stock buybacks can result in negative
stockholders’ equity, potentially resulting in a number of financial
challenges."

http://reut.rs/3BiVtCd
https://sfmagazine.com/post-entry/september-2022-the-downsides-of-stock-buybacks/
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A MINUTE WITH A BOARD MEMBER
Thomas Padua is an advocate of servant leadership and Diversity Equity and
inclusion.  He is a  volunteer at IMA Dubai Chapter since 2019 and currently a
member of Community Relation Committee of IMA Global. He believes in
being better everyday and lifelong learning which was proven by his various
professional certifications. He is currently working as Senior Accountant at TUV
SUD MIDDLE EAST LLC and as a CMA (US), CPA (PH) coach. 
Q) What are the highlights that make CMA a good
qualification?
A) The highlights that make CMA a good qualification
is, honestly, I initially just wanted to take CMA as an
additional tangible proof of skills but as I got involved
in the activities, training, webinars, and updates it
had changed my perception that the CMA is not only
a name but a dynamic certification that lead the
profession to the advancement of skills and
capabilities as a management accountant.
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Q) How did you prepare for CMA?
A) Preparing for CMA has really been quite a challenge for me especially when I
had to go through various life challenges, My father had terminal illness and my
youngest daughter was about to be born. Instead of taking these challenges
and deciding to quit, I took it as an inspiration and was committed to studying
early mornings around 2 am when everyone would be asleep. 

Q) What are the strengths you got from CMA?
A) The strengths that I got from CMA are strategic and critical thinking as well as
the benefit of being selected for the Diversity Equity and Inclusion's Leadership
training, and also being mentored by a CFO which really is one of the best
experience I currently have. I've been a Volunteer leader of the IMA Dubai
Chapter and currently part of the Global Community Engagement Relation
Committee, trust me these experiences are career driven and life changing.

Q) What is your advice to other CMA Aspirants?
A) I'll always tell my students in the CMA coaching class to build their self
confidence before taking the exam and how is that you build self-confidence?
"REPETITION REPETITION REPETITION"- Build the habit and whatever the
circumstances JUST DO IT.

THOMAS M

Share your thoughts or 
ideas on the newsletter at

president@imadubaichapter.org
secretary@imadubaichapter.org


